
GET AUTHENTIC RAM 
BRAND ACCESSORIES

Leave the crowd behind with these marks of a 
true Rebel. Authentic Ram brand accessories like 
Beadlock Capable Wheels and Wheel Flares help 
you venture out onto more challenging roads, 
while durable seat covers and floor mats tough it 
out right along with you.

Install Ram brand Accessories in your new Ram.  
Talk to your sales representative about pricing and installation.

THE REBEL LIFESTYLE IS ACTION PACKED
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To see a complete list of  
available parts and accessories  

for your Ram visit: 

ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS
These molded floor mats feature a deep rib 
design to trap and hold water, snow and mud, 
while protecting your carpet. They’re a definite 
‘must’ for all seasons. 

Part Number: 82213407

HARD FOLDING TONNEAU
This Hard Folding Tonneau Cover is lightweight 
and made with structural foam panels that are 
rust and corrosion resistant. The hinged cover 
takes mere seconds to open and stack, and 
the front panel also opens for easy access to 
cargo.

Part Number: 82211297AB

FIBERGLASS TONNEAU
Protect your valuable cargo with this hard bed 
cover featuring a durable, resin-reinforced 
honeycomb design and a corrosion-resistant 
aluminum frame. Gas-assisted dampers 
help raise the cover for access and a built-in 
tailgate lock adds extra security.

Part Number: 82211532

BED LIGHT
These Bed Lights install into the factory-
pierced holes on each side of your pickup bed. 
Lights illuminate the cargo area and improve 
visibility of your payload in the evening or 
whenever your Tonneau Cover is in place.

Part Number: 82214870AB

BEADLOCK CAPABLE WHEEL
Designed for off-road expeditions and rock-
crawling, our Beadlock Wheels deliver 
aggressive curb appeal coupled with extreme 
tire grip. Tough and distinctive, they give your 
Ram 1500 head-turning authority on and off 
the road.

Part Number: 82214348AB 

WHEEL FLARES
Fender Flares are designed to upgrade the 
aggressive look of your vehicle and protect it 
from off-road debris for the long haul. Made 
of flexible, durable thermoplastic, they protect 
against road debris and stone chips. 

Part Number: 82214773

SEAT COVERS
Protect your investment with these 
comfortable seat covers that feature the 
Ram logo. Custom fit and made of durable 
fabric, they safeguard your original upholstery 
against wear and tear while complementing 
your interior.

Part Number: 82214724
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